
forest at IOOOm after descending the wild Rolwaling gorge. For the re t ofthejourney
we lived on iron rations for the villages were very poor and even tea was
unobtainable. But there remain vivid memories of the bucolic charm of the Nepalese
countryside, a feast of tangerines in a tropical valley, enchanting views of Gauri
Sankar from high ridges, the hospitality of the Buddhi t nuns at Bigu, the cool forests
of the Thingsang La. After 7 weeks in the hills it was easy to realise the value of
simplicity and it was with mixed feeling that we arrived back in the Kathmandu
valley in time for Christmas.

The mountains of Mongolia

Janusz Baryla and Marek Brniak

The Mongolian People's Republic occupying an area of 1135000 square km IS a
mountainous country. Ulhan Bawl', its capital city, is situated at a height of about
1290m. According 10 Sovict geographers the country's average altitude is 1580m
while the biggest peaks exceed 4000m in height. Of course this is not an impressive
altitude by Asiatic standards but there has not been much exploration nor have
studies ~een carried out in the Mongolian mountains, which makes them particularly
interesting for scientists and explorers as well a mountaineers.

The lack of any detailed, reliable maps of the country's topography has been a
principal problem faced by all the explorers lucky enough to get 10 the 'Centre of the
Asian Continent', as Mongolia is often called. This is however, a typical problem met
in many large stretches of Asia. We can therefore see various sources quoting
considerably different heights for the same peaks and it must always be remembered
that these have been measured more or less roughly.

Exploration of this area is difficult for some other reasons, 100. One of them is a real
language barrier-Mongolian belongs to the Altaic group of languages, but since the
early part of the 1940s it has been using the Russian alphabet. This results in many
fundamental communication difficulties including those of transcription of the local
geographical names. Also some features of the Asiatic mentality-e.g. 'nobody
knows anything for sure' -may make exploration troublesome. Furthermore, the
official travel permits required for visitors make it almost impossible 10 move about
on one's own in the country's intcrior. Time-consuming negotiations must be
handled w~lI before permission i granted for any action to be undertaken in more
remote areas. These include the mountains where the only parties admitted were
organized groups armed with official letters of invitation and co-operating with
Mongolians. Despite all the problems mentioned above Mongolia is really worth
seeing for its various exotic peculiaritie . It cannot be recommended however to over
inquisitive, impatient or excitable people.

Early travellers, including Marco Polo himself, were interested in Mongolia but
more detailed exploration of the country has been taking place at intervals only since
the turn of the 19th century. Most of the explorers who travelled in the country in
those days were Russians and some Poles. A good deal of the more detailed
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information and accounts available to us today date back to that period. After the
World War II the mountains of Mongolia were penetrated, in addition to Russians,
almost entirely by Polish, Czech, Slovak and East German expeditions co-operating
closely with Mongolians.

The mountains of Mongolia consist of several different groups. The range of Altai,
stretching for a distance of over 1500km within the country's boundaries, is the king
of them all. A tradition divides the whole Altai chain into 3 separate groups: The
High or Russian Altai situated in the Soviet Union, its highest peak being Bielucha
(4506m), and the Mongolian Altai (Mongol Altajn) and Gobi Altai (Gov' Altajn)
which are locared entirely in the territory of Mongolia, Apart from the 3 main ranges
mentioned above the Altai also comprises 2 different, interesting groups of peaks
which are not very large, These are called Turgen and Kharkhyra., Besides these
there is still one further group named Changaj (Changajn) which occupies quite a
large area. The remaining mountain areas of the country are much less interesting
and will not be dealt with in this article.

The mountains of Altai are built of notably dislocated palaeozoic rocks, Their
present appearance is due to orogenetic movements which took place in the late
tertiary and early quaternary periods. Generally speaking the mountains'S slopes
are higher and steeper than their other sides. Quaternary glaciations are most evident
and a variety of postglaciaJ forms like lakes, moraines, and cirques can be observed
there. In places where the biotopic and climatic conditions allow, specimens of

Siberian larch (Larix sibirica) are frequent while the prevailing plant community
compriseS the vast meadows of mountain steppes.

The most interesting among the Mongolian Altai's groups are the ranges ofTabun
Bogdo and Mongkhe Khayrkhan. Containing the country's highest peaks and a
wealth of glaciers, they enjoy a real Alpine character. The name of the first of them
means 'Five Gods' while the second one stands for 'His Eternal Grace'.

Situated in the W corner of the country, where the Mongolian, Soviet and Chinese
frontiers meet together, the group ofTabun Bogdo joins the Russian Altai range. The
summit of Chujten (Kijten), which cleaves the sky at the height of 4356m, is the
group's highest peak. To us, this seems to be the most interesting mountain area of
Mongolia. It offers fantastic possibilities for high mountain ventures of any grade of
difficulty and the highest standard available. It also contains Pontanina, the
country'sbiggest glacier that, according to a Polish survey of 1967, exceeds 12km in
length. The first ascent ofChujten was achieved in 1956 by ajoint Soviet-Mongolian
expedition. Since that time there have been some other mountaineering parties in
action tackling many of the more prominent peaks of the area which is recognized to
be the best known range in Mongolia at present.

The Mongolian Altai chain culminates in the summit of Mongche-chajrchan
which is most likely to be the highest peak of the country. Its height has been
estimated at 4362m recently but some of the sources quote it at 4356 or 4231m ..
Dominating the whole area, the massif of Mongche-chajrchan gives its name to the
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45 Kharkhyra group

group. Also thi area of mountain is ery much glaciated. but lhe glacier arc nOI
very large. The group contain few harp peak and most of lhe 'ummit are more
dome-like, which make the landscape fairly gentle. Dc pile thaI, il still has som'

Ipine beauty which il owe 10 ver steep faces fit post-glacial eirque that clo e lhe
upp T eel ion . of m0SI oflhe valley -the face are built of heel' or ov rhanging rock

and huge, hanging glaciers are plel1liful. The area has nOl seen many
mountaineering expeditions as yel and 10lS of lhe peaks remain unlOuched but the
summil of Miingehe-ehajrehan received its first a cent in 1962 by a Mongolian pany.

The range ofTurgen and Kharkhyra arc the remaining groups oflhe Mongolian
Altai chain to be mentioned in thi anicle. They are nOl very large but arc of ome

interesl 10 mountaineers and explorers. Even lhough lhey have been vi iled already
b variou' expeditions they are till quite virgin, offering pos ibilitie for man new
interesting ascent. Reaching 3917m (4245m in olher sources) the ummil of Echni
ul is the Turgen' highe t peak. It wa climbed in 1966 by a German-Mongolian
xp dition whose member were lucky enough 10 stand on om of lhe nearby

summit 100. Two years laler hi IOry wa made again by a self-contained Polish
expedition which a hi v dome alpine-like, sporting ants, lhe very firsl climbing
rOUles of thi kind in Mongolia. Th Kharkhyra rroup is situaled of the Turgen
Mountain' and seem' 10 be even more inter 'sting. BOlh lhe groups w 'I" described by
Douglas Carruth 'I', an early Brilish explorer who visited this area in 1910-11. He wa'
lhe firsl traveller known 10 allempl Kharkhyra, the group's highesl peak as il had
becnlhoughl. but found the difficulties oflhe a' 'ent 10 be 100 severe andwrned back.

During the 30s and 40s of lhi century member of Russian survey panies I' ach d
some Oflhc group's maller peak situated in the OUler Hank ofthc range. In 1975
members ofa large 'xpedition compo cd 0 repre cl1lalive ofa number of nation et
fOOL on the ummit ofKharkhyra (4116m) only 10 find that lhere wa' a neighbouring
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peak still higher. Its height was estimated to exceed 4120m. In the cour e of the
expedition, which was a really massive affair, joint international partie ascended
most of the prominent peaks of the area and establi hed some more difficuh sporting
routes. Evidence collected by the expedition made it also po sible to produce the fir t
reliable sketch map of the Kharkhyra ridges. The group is also of particular intere t
to naturalists. In the lower parts of 'ome of the valleys picture que patches of woods of
larch can be found. The valley' central ections are covered with typical tundra
plants including some tlora of so called 'dryas character' represented by Betula nana
and Dryas octopetala among others, and some species of grouse (Lagopus lagopu )
which recall the far N region, can be seen frequently. Some of the meadows
overgrowing lower seclions of the valley Roors ar used for pasturing yaks, animal LO
be found in greater numbers in Tibet, a forbidden country at present. It wa in thi
group where we were LOld storie of an 'almasa', a local equivalent of the Himalayan
Abominable Snowman or the Yeti, LO be more preci e ' . The naturali t may also enjoy
an opportunity to tudy some desert plants in the alley ofGreat Lakes ituated clo e
to the foot of the group. Much of the Valley' area is occupied by a typical desert, the
world's mo t northerly, reaching a latiwde of 51 0.

The Gobian Ahai chain contains a number of isolated ranges and individual
massifs, separated onc from another by mean ofdeep depressions. As the mountains
run E they keep dropping and eventually sink into the desert rocks and sands of the
Gobi. In the W the Gobian chain culminates in the range ofGiczigine-nuru while the
mountains of Chlirchli-ola terminate it in the E. Desert area prevail in the whole
chain but ome large stretches of poor gramineous vegetation, so called 'desert
steppes' appear in place. The mountain's highest peak is Barun Bogdo ('We tern

aint'), its other name being Iche Bogdo ('Great aint'), which r ache about4000m
in height. This ma ifi the only area possible for mountaineering in the whole chain.
This is thanks LO ome pre ent glaciation which mountaineers will be pleased to find
on its slopes, while its high, steep face towering above the lake ofOrok-nur may al 0

provide some good spon. 0 ascents of this peak have been reported however till the
present but on many peaks of the chain can be found ritualistic cairns (so called 'obo'
or 'owo') that have been put up by small local nomad tribes from time immemorial.
Many of the Gobian Altai's peaks were visited by Americans in the course of their 5
Gobi palaeontological expeditions that LOok place in the years of 1922-1930. Some of
the peaks were climbed also by members of ome sub equent expedition viz.
Russian ones (1946-1949) who were then followed by 7 Polish palaeonLOlogical
investigation parties (1963-1971). Generally peaking the Gobian Ahai Mountains
have few attractions to offer LO climber and mountain-walkers alike but they are
exceptionally intere ting and valuable for scientific reason. In the mountains'
foreland and at the foot of their peaks as well as in the valleys palaeonLOlogi t will be
likely LO unearth numerous fos ils of me ozoic land reptiles. It was here that a lot of
remains ofdinosaurs and fossil bone of the oldest mammals known to man have been
found. So~e regions of the Gobian Altai chain as well as its adjoining areas are
covered in a comprehensive geological and palaeontological bibliography available
in American, Russian and Polish languages.

The Changaj Mountains (Changajn Nuruu) arc the only range localed oUlside the
Ahai chains included in the scheme of this art icle. They are ituated E of the Ahai ,
in the central W pan of the country. Their name is self-de criptive, meaning 'middle
size mountains containing wealthy resources of water, vegetation and cattle feeding
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stuffs', In confirmation of this, on the mountains' N slopes one can admire larch
forests reaching as far N as the 46th parallel. Ofcourse, we must take the name by the
Mongolian tandards, considering that this is really a semi-desert country with a few
wooded acreages which occupy a mere 9'6% of its tOtal superficial area, The
mountains' highest peak is the slightly glaciated Otgon Tenger which reaches 4031 m,
It is likely that its summit was climbed by members of a Czech expedition of 1971,
During recent years there have been various expeditions in action in this range,
including some geographical expeditions from Poland, but vast stretches of the area
remain unexplored and unfamiliar to foreigners, To the E, at the foot of the
mountains there are the ruins of the ancient town of Karakorum, Mongolia's
histOrical capital dating back to the 13th century,

Ascents of the higher, glacier-covered peaks of Mongolia are not hard as to the
technical difficulties of climbing involved. They do however require that full
climbing gear be employed when tackling them. Their grade of difficulty and
standard are equal to so called 'via normale' routes leading on to many popular
Alpine peaks like Mont Blanc or the Grossglocknel'.

Despite the occurrence of some sedimentary rocks and dolomites in some areas of
the country no caves or potholes have been reported as yet but the speleological
societies seem lO be encouraged as much by the promising geological arrangement as
by a fact that in the Mongolian language there exists a word 'aguj' meaning a cave.

Footnote 1 - The Yeti-not a Snowman: in some surveys of the evidence for the
yeti's existence and likely identity some scientists point out that the misleadingly
named 'abominable snowman' is not a creature of the 'nows at all, but should be
looked for in the dense H imalayan forests, which could SUppOrl it.

The ladder of life

John S. Whyte

ome time ago r was asked to give a talk to a mountaineering association and the
theme suggested to me was 'What the mountains mean to mc', The date suggested
for the talk was many months ahead and not wishing to seem churlish to the President
I of course agreed and put the matter out of my mind, There followed a period of
many months of masterly inactivity as r followed the well tried axiom of never putting
off until tOmorrow what onc can put off until next month. It was only when a
telephone call from the Secretary reminded me of the imminence of the meeting that I
gave thought to my task, and realised how rash I had been to accept the invitation so
readily, A philosophical discourse on such a personal subject eemed guaranteed to
send my audience to sleep, Salvation for mc, and interest for my audience, came
from the well tried expedient of an adequate selection of pictures to illustrate my
thoughts, showing the mountains and mountain people in their many different
moods,
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